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foreword

Culture is a daily part of our lives. how we, under normal circumstances, neglect this fact has been 
shown during the two years of the coronavirus pandemic. the void that appeared when the doors 
of cultural institutions closed (from theatres and galleries to clubs), we filled hungrily with reading, 
streaming theatrical performances and tV series, visiting online gallery tours, or with watching 
artists performing in our courtyard from the window. We were seeking for inspiration, a breath of 
fresh air, and new ideas. 
the third year of this crisis has been perhaps even more difficult for the cultural sector than 
previous ones. that is why we consider it necessary to formulate the basic principles of cultural 
policy right now. Creative prague as a municipal cultural agency, which has strategic planning in 
culture as one of its three main tasks, invited the widest range of collaborators and key figures 
in the political representation of the city and the prague City hall to cooperate in creation of the 
cultural policy strategy. 
the creation of this document started generously in spring 2021 with the prague Cultural 
forum — a series of discussions with experts and international speakers, and continued with 
several working groups, individual consultations, and online broadcasting. all these events 
together formed a yearlong platform for intensive cooperation of the entire cultural sector. this 
cultural policy does not emerge as an idealistic document without a link to the reality of the city. it 
is a practical point of reference for further work on the development of culture and art in prague. 
the document is inspired by prague and its residents, but it also has the ambition to inspire and 
set new challenges reflecting the current context and expected developments. 
Culture is perceived widely by this cultural policy. it includes art and artistic creation of individual 
artists, institutional culture implemented in municipal organizations, non-profit organizations or in 
the private sector, cultural tourism, quality of life represented by the cultural offer in localities and 
public spaces to creative industries. Nevertheless, it seeks to be compact, targeted, and specific 
enough to indicate a clear direction and the next steps, also regarding the possibility of funding 
from the National recovery plan.
i would like to thank my colleagues in Creative prague and all the participants of the working 
groups who devoted their time and creative energy to formulate this document.
Broad participation is binding for both officials and politicians, and i believe that prague will make 
the right use of the trust we have managed to build in cultural policymaking, especially in the 
difficult times that we expect to come.

hana třeštíková
Councillor for Culture, exhibitions and tourism of the prague City hall
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a Background



glossary

COMMUNITY CULTURE = local culture that relates to a specific area and has the ambition to 
strengthen the cultural offer in that area, to develop the community and neighbourhood relations
LOCAL ACTOR = actor with a connection to a specific locality — from the individual, through 
interest organizations to professional organizations in culture and related areas
COMMUNITY EVENTS = see “community culture”; activities such as local festivals, weekly 
markets, flea markets, carnivals, picnics, thematic days in City Districts, and other local events
MUNICIPAL ORGANIZATIONS = city-based and city-established organizations of various legal 
forms (usually contributory organizations)
INDEPENDENT CULTURE = private cultural actors (non-profit and for-profit)
CREATIVES = professionals from the cultural and creative sector
CCI = Cultural and Creative industries; economic activities taking place within the wider cultural 
and creative fields; compared to other areas of culture, these activities are independent of public 
resources, i.e., they are more than 50 % financially self-sufficient and have the potential to 
generate profit
CULTURAL COMMUNITY = a wide range of actors in the field of art, culture and CCi, including 
both municipal organizations and the independent scene (non-profit and for-profit)
CULTURE = arts, cultural and creative industries, and community culture
IPD = institute of planning and Development of the Capital City of prague
PRAGUE = 1. the capital city, its territory, and inhabitants, or 2. representatives of the prague City 
hall, under whose responsibility culture rests, especially the Department of Culture and tourism of 
the prague City hall and the office of the Councillor for Culture, exhibitions and tourism
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF PUBLIC SPACE = special, usually temporary use of public space or 
communications
DCT PCH = Department of Culture and tourism of the prague City hall
CP22+ = the document Cultural policy of the Capital City of prague 2022+
CD = City District
PCH = prague City hall
MC = Ministry of Culture of the Czech republic
PCC/PCA = prague City Council, prague City assembly
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Context

the Cultural policy of the Capital City of prague 2022+ (also Cp22+) formulates the interests 
and ambitions of prague in the development of culture, arts, and cultural and creative industries 
in a long-term context. the document is intended to serve as a basic starting point, which 
is reflected in the work of the elected as well as non-elected representatives of the city. 
implementation of this strategic document relates to a wide range of cultural actors involved in 
various forms of cultural events in prague. a large part of the implementation agenda belongs 
to the prague City hall and to the organizations established or founded by the city. however, it 
concerns all cultural actors.
Cp22+ is a conceptual document of the Capital City of prague in the field of culture, arts, and 
cultural and creative industries for the years 2022—2030. it sets a long-term vision, priorities 
and goals and presents the basic tools for the implementation in the first calendar year. in the 
upcoming years, action plans with specific projects will be introduced based on Cp22+.

WORKFLOW
Work on the document started in april 2021 with the first year of the prague Cultural forum. 
thematic panel discussions, green papers1 and interviews with international experts raised 
many questions and provided several suggestions2. the prague Cultural forum was followed by 
a questionnaire survey among a wide cultural community.3 from June to September 2021, the 
basic framework of the strategy was formed by three thematic working groups.4 in September 
2021, the draft of the document was presented to the public and went through three rounds of 
online consultations. in october 2021, the draft document was published, and the review process 
was launched. the public hearing took place in November 2021. the revisions came into place 
in December 2021. in spring 2022, the final version of the document was negotiated and then 
approved by various prague City hall Committees. a Steering Committee composed of elected 
representatives of the city across the political spectrum was founded to ensure the approval of the 
document, as well as the subsequent implementation of the policy and fulfilment of the action plans. 

DOCUMENT CONTENTS
the document is based on data, that came out of the SWot analysis ran by the working groups. 
the design is in accordance with the results of a questionnaire survey, and it is based on relevant 
conceptual materials of the city and the state.5 the main part of the document consists of 
the overall vision, cross-cutting criteria, five thematic visions and goals, and the definition of 
what prague plans and does not plan to do in the field of cultural policy. Specific proposals are 
supplemented by quotes from experts who participated in the process of creating Cp22+. the 
document also includes an implementation plan and a list of evaluation indicators, to see how the 
policy is put into practice and how the implementation can be evaluated.

1 
green paper is a document published to 

open topics, ask questions, and formulate 
hypotheses. it is often used as a basis 

for further discussion. in this case, it 
is mentioned in relation to the prague 

Cultural forum.

2 
Complete records of discussions and 

interviews and the green papers can be 
found on the website of Creative prague: 

<http://kreativnipraha.eu/cs/prazske-
kulturni-forum-2021>

3 
the final report incl. the methodology, 

results and interpretation of the 
questionnaire can be downloaded from 

the Creative prague website:  
<http://kreativnipraha.eu/uploads/

assets/DotaZNiKoVe%20SetreNi_
vystup.pdf>

4 
for the members of the Working groups 
and the Steering Committee see the list 

before the foreword.

5 
for the full text of the SWot analysis and 
for the link with the concerned analytical 

materials see attachments.
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PEOPLE ARE THE BASIS OF PRAGUE CULTURE
prague is undoubtedly a cultural city — both from the point of view of creators, creative people 
and people employed in culture, and also from the point of view of visitors and tourists. people are 
the foundation stone of Cp22+.
The human capital of the city and the magnetism of Prague perceived by artists and cultural 
actors6 is evident especially in the total proportion of culture in employment. in prague, 9 % of 
workers are employed in culture, which — in comparison with several hundred regions — ranks 
it the 4th in europe (after Berlin and two administrative parts of london).7 the audience also 
stand up to the european comparison — the Czech republic has a high number of visitors to 
cultural events. Culture accounts for 3,8 % of total household expenditure, which is just behind 
Sweden, Denmark and germany, and according to research on the cultural behaviour of praguers, 
96 % of the capital’s population think that the offer of cultural events is sufficiently diverse.8 in 
the categories “spectators — recipients of culture” and “creators — those who create culture”, 
a significant trend can be observed in the country and abroad: the division between visitors 
and creators blurs. Culture and cultural heritage are also the most common motives of foreign 
tourists to visit prague. indirectly, culture is one of the key economic drivers of the capital city.
the CoViD-19 pandemic has invariably affected cultural and creative industries (CCi) around the 
world. the total turnover of CCi within the eu fell by €199 billion between 2019 and 2020,9 with 
Central and eastern europe being among the most affected regions. this crisis has highlighted 
the trends we have already been seeing within CCi for a long time.
an example is the use of digitalization as an opportunity to make culture and cultural 
heritage accessible at a distance. One of the characteristics of the cultural and creative 
industries is their great fragmentation, i.e., there is a high proportion of micro-enterprises 
and self-employed people. it is difficult for the city to support such a fragmented and diverse 
segment. Micro-enterprises and self-employed people are dropping out of the currently set up 
business support, which may result in a loss of Prague’s competitiveness in this dynamically 
developing area of business in comparison with other European cities.

Key question: How can Prague make the most of its human capital and profit from the potential 
of a large concentration of artists and creatives?

DO WE HAVE A DENSE NETWORK?
the historic Centre of prague is the largest uNeSCo heritage site in the world. it is an authentic 
destination with original monuments, the character of which stretches across eleven centuries 
and which even survived the Second World War. The density of physical infrastructure for 
cultural and community events and its distribution across the city is an indisputable 

6
highlighted theses in this chapter are 

selected quotes from the SWot analysis, 
which preceded the work on the design 

part. for the complete SWot analysis 
text see the attachments.

7
it is based on a publication by the Czech 

Statistical office, available at: <https:// 
www.statistikaamy.cz/2021/06/22/

praha-lakala-vic-nez-viden>. it is based 
on data by eurostat, available at: <https://

ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/main/data/
database>.

8
it is based on the survey Mapping of 

Cultural Behavior of the Capital City of 
Prague. (Kreativní praha, 2019). available 

at: <http://kreativnipraha.eu/cs/ke-
stazeni>.

9
Rebuilding Europe, The cultural and 

creative economy before and after the 
COVID-19 crisis. (ernst & young, 2021). 
available at: <https://www.rebuilding-

europe.eu>

analytical Background
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advantage of Prague. today, there are 673 cultural facilities in terms of physical infrastructure 
in the territory of the Capital City.10 it is understandable that the number of cultural infrastructure 
buildings (sometimes listed) can no longer, by its very nature, fully meet current needs and current 
trends (due to physical condition, inadequate capacity, and disposition, etc.). at the same time, the 
cultural infrastructure has long-term deficits in investments not only in maintenance but 
also in development. Many properties are associated with high operating and investment costs, 
which must be taken into account by both the prague City hall and the City Districts. prague’s 
cultural infrastructure is very often neglected and the funds that would cover the overall renewal 
are in the order of magnitude of multiple annual budgets of prague. fortunately, prague does not 
lack the ambition to gradually reconstruct, make accessible, supplement, and modernize cultural 
infrastructure in accordance with current trends and long-term needs. the problematic fact is 
the advancing gentrification and the growing value and price of land. the brownfields or other 
buildings that have lost their original function are gradually disappearing from the city map. 
and in these very objects, artists and creatives often create and present their work. the gradual 
loss of these spaces is therefore perceived as a threat, especially for the most endangered group 
of fledgling artists and students of art.

Key question: How should Prague properly target its limited resources?

WE DO NOT START FROM SCRATCH
in the foreign context, prague often has a stronger brand than the Czech republic. the Capital 
City is strategically located and accessible. it bears the prestigious title of Creative City of 
literature.11 the city itself directly establishes 16 contributory organizations in the field of 
culture. another 14 contributory organizations based in the Capital City are set up by the state. 
in addition to funded organizations, the map is complemented by 4 municipal joint-stock 
companies, registered institutes, and the prague film fund.12 and that is only an overview of 
the established sector. in addition to the established organizations, the cultural offer of prague 
also consists of a richly represented non-established non-profit and profitable cultural scene. 
the structure of the unestablished sector is much more difficult to be described statistically. 
however, it can be stated that 527 projects (out of 787 applications for annual and multi-
year subsidies) across artistic disciplines were supported through the city subsidy system in 
2021.13 for the year 2022, approximately CZK 368 million is allocated from the city budget to 
support the independent sector through the subsidy system, of which more than two thirds are 
intended for multi-year subsidies. however, the unestablished cultural scene also consists of 
a large private for-profit sector and several smaller associations and organizations operated 
primarily from other financial sources, i.e., they are not supported by the subsidy system. the 
self-sufficiency of the independent sector is on average around 80 %.14 Municipal as well as 
independent organizations are irreplaceable parts of the cultural community. from the point 
of view of city management, there is still a lack of data in the field of culture. and the ability to 
actively work with data is also falling short. There is a lack of systematic work with data, and 
therefore strategic and political decision-making is not based on data. Just as data are 
lacking, there is also a lack of knowledge of how to professionally evaluate cultural impacts. 
Prague needs systematic evaluation tools for cultural projects and cultural institutions. 
therefore, the registered institute Creative prague was established, to provide the conceptual 
work and data analytics in culture. Capacity building through the organization Creative prague is 
the first step to reduce these deficits.
public space development projects are being piloted in City Districts (e.g., the project “prague 
chairs, tables and places”) and there is a clear long-term intention on the part of the prague City 
hall to support the development of local culture and communities. the main characteristics in 
the support of community culture are the high administrative burden for local cultural actors 

10
up-to-date Spatial analytical 

Documentation, ipD, 2020. More at:  
<https://iprpraha.cz/page/3415>

11
Since 2014, prague holds the title 

Creative City of literature, which has 
been awarded by uNeSCo to cities of 

extraordinary importance in the field 
of literature. More at: <https://www.

prahamestoliteratury.cz/en/about/>

12
Joint-stock companies: Výstaviště 
exhibition grounds, obecní dům, 
prague City tourism, Kongresové 

centrum (Congress Center). registered 
institutes: Kreativní praha (Creative 
prague), pražský inovační institute 

(prague innovation institute), Muzeum 
paměti XX. století (Museum of Memory 

of the XX. Century), hybernská Campus. 
Cinema fund: prague film fund.

13
Data comes from the internal database of 
the Department of Culture and tourism of 
the prague City hall (DCt pCh). they are 

based on grant applications within the 
subsidies procedure.

14
the total budget of the “grant sector” is 
in the order of magnitude of CZK 1,800 

million, of which CZK 365 million consists 
of grants (data from DCt pCh, 2019).

12
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(temporary street closures, subsidies, ...) and large differences between the City Districts in 
terms of support, resources, and accessibility.

Key question: What tools can Prague best offer to support the arts, culture and the cultural and 
creative industries?

CULTURE AS AN ESSENTIAL NEED AND AS A DRIVER OF DEVELOPMENT
the prague cultural environment consists of personalities from the established and non-
established sector, universities and the CCi. the strong demand for culture from prague residents 
and tourists (domestic as well as foreign) plays a role. unfortunately, the common denominator 
is the low level of interdisciplinary cooperation and also the fact that culture is not 
perceived as a value in society. the new prague Cultural policy Cp22+ is based on the existing 
possibilities of culture funding. Nevertheless, the document offers a vision, the fulfilment of which 
will strengthen the position of culture as an unquestionable driver of urban development. in order 
to this vision to be shared outside the cultural sphere, the city will build tools for cooperation and 
education and will develop its database. also, the city will encourage other cultural agents to do 
the same. in 2022, the Czech republic has the presidency of the Council of the eu — here the 
Capital City of prague has the opportunity to show this direction too.
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the creation of the Cp22+ document was preceded in May 2021 by a questionnaire survey, aimed 
at the general professional public. it revealed four key topics.15 these are the dilemmas of cultural 
policy, in which there is the greatest discrepancy between the ideal and the current situation.16 in 
prague, the key topics are: (1) strengthening interdisciplinarity and cooperation within the cultural 
community, but also outside of it (i.e. cooperation of cultural actors with actors from other fields), 
(2) supporting the openness of established municipal organizations towards cultural participation, 
(3) strengthening participation in the cultural policy-making-process; and (4) improving the 
accessibility of cultural events and programs (i.e. reducing barriers and removing limits of 
participation in culture).

Survey

15
a detailed description of the 

methodology, results and interpretation 
of the questionnaire can be downloaded 

from the Creative prague website: 
<http://kreativnipraha.eu/cs/ke-stazeni> 

all related dilemmas are listed in the 
attachments.

16
it is based on the publication Finding 

Balance: 21 Strategic Dilemmas in 
Cultural Policy by f. Matarass and 

Ch. landry (Barrister and principal, 2015).
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B Cultural policy of the Capital City 
of prague 22+

the Cp22+ envisions prague as a prosperous 
and inspiring city that can make a good use 
of its resources. it is a vision of metropolis 
with a rich cultural heritage, but also with 
a diverse offer of live culture and art in 
public space, as well as cohesive and open 
communities across the city. according 
to Cp22+ vision17, culture in prague is 
accessible, cultural participation is actively 
encouraged, and people consider culture and 
art to be an irreplaceable contribution to the 
development of the city and society.

17
the vision describes the target state that cultural policy is heading for. it is a future 
situation on the final horizon of cultural policy. the implementation of cultural 
policy should always move towards this point. it is formulated in the present tense; 
however, it lies in the future.



principles We always Keep in Mind18

18
the cross-cutting criteria are the basic 
principles of this document (the theory) 

and of the implementation (the practice). 
these criteria are to be reflected in 

the refinement of the cultural policy, 
especially in the annual action plans. 
the municipal cultural organizations 
and the independent cultural scene 
are encouraged to adhere to these 

principals too.

SUSTAINABILITY. environmental, social, and economic sustainability. it is necessary to keep in 
mind the sustainability aspects of all investment projects. the sustainability of culture also relates 
to the working conditions of cultural actors and related professions (technical, production, etc.), 
which must be dignified, and the work must be adequately financially rewarded. Sustainability 
is also understood regarding the environmental approach to the organization of one-off cultural 
events and the operation of cultural organizations. Sustainability, as well as climate change, is also 
one of the important topics that artists and creatives deal with in their work.

ACCESSIBILITY AND OPENNESS. Culture must be accessible without restrictions; cultural 
participation must be interpreted as desirable and the way in which prague’s municipal 
organizations operate must be open. the accessibility of culture should be ensured for all 
economic and social groups of the population as well as for citizens with specific needs. age, 
health, economic or social status, gender, political opinion, or nationality should not exclude 
anyone from participating in culture.

PILOTING AND KNOWLEDGE. the easiest way to find out the functionality of a model 
or project is to verify it in practice. the city is supposed to be open to experiments that 
are necessarily related to art and culture. the precondition for piloting is a thorough and 
comprehensive evaluation of the pilot. the courage to experiment is essential to validate new 
ways of development. however, in many situations, knowledge is needed first and foremost. 
good knowledge of the environment and of the needs is the basis of well-established support. 
educating and following foreign trends can be an inspirational not only for the development of 
creative potential. political decisions must be data-driven, and practices should be based on 
interpretation of data.

INNOVATION. Culture cannot stand still. innovation and new technologies offer a large range of 
new possibilities for dealing with culture, art and cultural heritage. the city should not only use 
innovation in a broad sense to make cultural content accessible, to revitalize, and to link cultural 
heritage with live art. it should also develop communication channels and support the work with 
audience, as well as use new technological possibilities in everyday work within the municipal 
organizations.

DIVERSITY. Culture is inherently diverse. it is necessary to take care of its diversity and make 
sure that it remains varied — in terms of genres, forms, and audiences. Some genres of culture 
in prague are now saturated more (e.g., drama) than others (e.g., dance, new circus, movement 
theatre), especially in terms of infrastructure. Cultural policy should seek ways to saturate and 
support everyone.

17



Cooperation 
Will take us 
the furthest

1
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Vision of united Culture

Culture and arts are undeniably contributing 
to the development of society, strengthening 
social cohesion, improving the quality of 
life, and shaping the value framework. the 
general public understands the concept of 
culture not only as art and cultural heritage, 
but also as cultural and creative industries 
and community activities. the Capital City 
of prague through its cultural policy sends 
a clear message setting a vision of the future 
towards the cultural actors and, together with 
them, aims to fulfil it. the cultural community 
is confident, the various actors cooperate 
and share a unified vision of development. 
there are ecosystems of artists, creatives, 
and associations around the city’s cultural 
organizations, which are open to cultural 
participation and to co-creating its content.

19



and so, prague plans to:

•	 COOPERATE ACROSS CULTURAL COMMUNITIES.
prague will support cooperation across genres, 
disciplines, legal forms, and levels of self-government. it 
will initiate meetings, discussions, establish cooperation 
and partnerships. it will create and support tools and 
activities that lead to cooperation. it will connect entities 
looking for partners for specific projects and for long-
term cooperation. it will support existing sector-wide 
networks that promote cooperation.

•	 BECOME AN EXAMPLE IN PARTNERSHIP BUILDING.
prague will strengthen cooperation across the various 
levels of public administration which intersect with the 
city. it will work on strengthening partnerships among 
City Districts, pilot specific projects with them and look 
for possibilities to set up systemic changes. prague will 
intensify cooperation with the Ministry of Culture and 
other ministries at the city and state level (especially in 
the areas of business and innovation, education, urban 
development, social services, property, etc.).19 the City 
will support the building of partnerships with state 
cultural organizations located in prague.

•	 CONNECT AND INITIATE COOPERATION OF 
MUNICIPAL ORGANIZATIONS WITH OTHER 
CULTURAL ACTORS. prague will support long-term 
partnerships of municipal cultural organizations with 
cultural actors of unestablished culture as well as 
cooperation on specific sub-projects. the municipal 
cultural organizations will provide space for creative 
activity and create an ecosystem of artists, creatives, 
and organizations around them. the openness of the 
city’s cultural organizations to cultural participation 
should also be evident from the forecourt of the 
individual buildings, which will be open, lively and will 
attract the passers-by to pay a visit and to spend there 
some time.

•	 SUPPORT THE CHILDREN’S CREATIVE POTENTIAL 
ALREADY FROM A SCHOOL AGE. getting acquainted 
with culture in its wide range is ideal at the youngest age, 
in the phase of intense learning. pupils should have the 
opportunity to get acquainted, within the framework of 
compulsory school attendance, with the way of thinking 
in the creative professions and with culture in its entirety. 
Where else than in prague, which is the centre of culture 
and concentrates the cultural and creative industries, 
this should work?

on the contrary, prague plans not to:

•	 PERCEIVE CULTURE ONLY AS SOMETHING NICE 
TO HAVE. on the contrary, the city will communicate that 
culture is an integral part of the society and that it brings 
spiritual, social, and economic benefits. Culture is the key 
component of economic development; it strengthens social 
cohesion and shapes the values of individuals and society 
as a whole. the cultural community is aware of these 
values and so it tries to educate and to explain the benefits 
of culture to the public. prague presents the benefits 
generated by culture and CCi.

•	 TELL THE CULTURAL ACTORS WHAT TO DO. people 
in various cultural sectors know best what their problems, 
challenges or strengths are. prague will actively support 
them to consolidate the problems, to create sector 
strategies, and to build interdisciplinary cooperation.

19
for details of the link with the related strategic documents, see the attachments.
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Measures examples

•	 prague Cultural foruM — a platform for 
discussions between the city and the broad cultural 
community

•	 MultifuNCtioNal SpaCe preSloVa — rehearsal 
rooms at the Švandovo theatre

“Being at the same table and sharing a common vision is the 
key to success.“
Jordi pardo, Nartex Barcelona

“Prague has new horizons ahead. The city has taken a lesson 
from the crisis, and it is more than obvious that thanks to this 
it is possible to point out the functional principles of healthy 
communication, not only outside but also within communities. 
A resilient society can detect dangers and risks. The key 
effective mechanisms are integrity, networking and, above 
all, unity. From them the healthy identification of common 
goals, values and visions come. The united society is the most 
resilient.”
adriana Světlíková, Nová síť 

“Culture is good at showing how creative and innovative we 
really are, because this is originally encoded in its DNA.”
petr Suška, fraunhofer-gesellschaft
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Vision of prague Conscious

prague knows well its environment (cultural 
actors and organizations, infrastructure, 
public spaces suitable for cultural events) 
and the cultural offer. it can evaluate the 
benefits of cultural projects and the work 
of cultural organizations. thus, the impact 
of invested funds can be evaluated. at 
the same time, its political decisions are 
strategic and based on good knowledge. 
prague stands as a role-model for collecting 
and working with data in culture.
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and so, prague plans to:

•	 SYSTEMATICALLY BUILD KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE 
CULTURE LIFE. prague will know the cultural actors, their 
needs across different forms of establishment and their 
cultural offer. it will know the territorial reserves as well as 
the potential for the development of culture and cultural 
and creative industries. prague will know the audience and 
the barriers of attendance. it will set up a comprehensive 
data collection system in culture, including regular 
updating. prague will know why this data is being collected 
and what it can be used for. political decisions will be 
based on this knowledge and cultural development, and 
the CCi will be based on the data (and outputs).

•	 COOPERATE WITH INTERNATIONAL PLATFORMS 
THAT AIM AT URBAN DEVELOPMENT THROUGH 
CULTURE. Data collection will be set based on 
international comparisons. prague will be actively 
compared with comparable european capitals and world 
leaders. it will actively participate in discussions at the 
international level, for example through the uNeSCo 
Creative Cities Network, eurocities, or the World Cities 
Culture forum.

•	 EVALUATE THE WORK OF MUNICIPAL AND 
INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATIONS. as a result, it will 
be able to make informed decisions about the benefits 
of the funds spent. prague, in cooperation with cultural 
organizations, will create a digital tool to help evaluate and 
develop their future work. the Department of Culture and 
tourism of the prague City hall (DCt pCh) will work further 
with the outcomes of this evaluation. this will allow them 
to compose a mosaic of cultural offerings. the final image 
should present a single, meaningful, non-overlapping 
whole. it should be diverse both in terms of artistic genres 
and target groups.

•	 UPDATE THE SUBSIDY SYSTEM ACCORDING TO THE 
OUTPUTS OF THE NEW CULTURAL POLICY. the update 
will increase the transparency and clarity of the selection of 
supported projects. the content priorities of cultural policy 
will be reflected in the priorities of the subsidy system. 
emphasis will be placed on evaluating the benefits of 
supported projects. the outputs of the evaluation will be 
considered in the evaluation process in the following years.

on the contrary, prague plans not to:

•	 MAKE DECISIONS BASED ONLY ON IMPRESSIONS 
OR SUBJECTIVE EXPERIENCE. for the city to take well-
informed decisions, data and analytical outputs will be at 
hand and the decision-making will be based on knowledge.

•	 CONSIDER THE NUMBER OF VISITORS AS A KEY 
INDICATOR FOR SUBSIDISING THE ORGANIZATIONS 
AND PROJECTS. prague will look for other ways to 
evaluate the benefits of cultural projects and organizations 
for society. Municipal organizations — with the support 
of the DCt pCh — will formulate their development 
concepts, which they will actively implement and evaluate 
the implementation. Strengthening the evaluation of 
the cultural projects benefits will also be reflected in the 
subsidy system.

•	 COLLECT DATA ONLY FOR THE SAKE OF COLLECTING. 
on the contrary — prague, in cooperation with cultural 
organizations, will develop such solutions and procedures 
that will facilitate their work with the audience and will 
motivate them to strategic development based on data 
knowledge.
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Measures examples

•	 MapK2o — online tool for collecting data in culture
•	 eValuart — online tool for evaluating cultural 

organizations
•	 upDate of the SuBSiDy SySteM 

“What can’t be measured, can’t be evaluated. When we don’t 
evaluate, we can’t allocate finances. The evaluation must be 
above 50 % on the basis of qualitative criteria.”
Bohumil Nekolný, faculty of theatre, academy of performing 
arts in prague

“Prague must take part in an international debate on cultural 
policy and urban planning in order to be in touch with 
current trends and to draw on internationally shared know-
how in urban development through culture, including the 
transformation of developing areas.”
olga Škochová Bláhová, oNplan
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Vision of prague inspirational 

prague can recognize and support excellent 
artistic achievements. it is not afraid to 
concentrate financial resources on selected 
cultural projects, even with an emphasis 
on genre diversity. Municipal cultural 
organizations follow foreign trends that help 
them in their further development. prague 
is the agenda-setter for cultural trends in 
europe. performative and visual arts are part 
of public space.
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and so, prague plans to:

•	 PROMOTE EXCELLENT CULTURAL EVENTS. 
prague needs its flagships, its cultural landmarks, 
which will be perceived far beyond the borders of 
the Czech republic. it needs to build a cultural brand 
recognizable abroad and to reorient mass tourism to 
cultural tourism. But the ambition is not only to target 
foreign audiences, but also to cultivate, educate and 
inspire local creative potential. prague, in cooperation 
with experts, will define the criteria of excellence and 
look for a way to identify excellent cultural events and 
support their further development.

•	 DEVELOP INFRASTRUCTURE FOR CULTURAL 
PURPOSES. Diverse, excellent cultural events need to 
have adequate space for creation and presentation.

•	 UPDATE THE SUBSIDY SYSTEM ACCORDING TO 
THE OUTPUTS OF THE NEW CULTURAL POLICY. 
the update will strengthen the concentration of 
resources. in the current system, where the support for 
highly rated projects is reduced to save money and to 
distribute them among more projects, everyone loses. 
the content priorities of the cultural policy must be in 
accordance with the priorities of the subsidy system of 
the Department of Culture. Multi-annual subsidies will 
be awarded to projects showing a high level of quality 
and significant benefits for prague culture.

•	 SUPPORT THE CULTIVATION OF THE CITY 
CENTER AS A CULTURAL QUARTER. the city centre 
should reflect the importance of the city‘s culture.20 
prague will support intentions that make culture and 
creativity in public space more visible and tangible. 
prague will look for ways to actively cultivate the offer 
in the parterre that is presented to visitors (but also to 
locals) and shapes the image of the city. prague will 
continue its efforts to get rid of visual smog.

•	 CREATE AND ANIMATE LINKS BETWEEN 
CULTURAL HERITAGE AND CONTEMPORARY 
ART. prague will focus on presenting its rich cultural 
heritage to the public in order to strengthen local 
identity. it will revitalize its tangible and intangible 
cultural heritage through live art, digitalization, and 
innovation. this should happen through both municipal 
organizations and other cultural actors.

on the contrary, prague plans not to:

•	 “PLAY ONLY ITS OWN GAME.” prague will actively draw 
inspiration from abroad, follow the current world trends 
and target for a leading role in culture in the international 
context. therefore, emphasis will be placed on international 
cooperation and building relationships with foreign 
partners in both municipal organizations and cultural 
projects.

•	 BE A REACTIVE, BUT RATHER A PROACTIVE CITY. 
prague will not blindly follow every foreign concept but will 
actively take part in european networks and participate on 
the agenda-setting. it will actively profit from the Czech 
presidency of the Council of the eu and will strive to 
connect local cultural actors with european leaders in the 
field of cultural development and CCi.

20
Culture should also be visible through building culture and care of public spaces. 
prague should actively move forward in the implementation of the Baukultur 
theme, preferably within its city-wide conceptual work (i.e., for example, within the 
framework of a strategic plan).
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Measures examples

•	 VltaVa philharMoNiC hall
•	 SCeNe of the SyMphoNy orCheStra iN the 

ChurCh of StS. SiMoN aND JuDe
•	 ClaM-gallaS palaCe aND DeSfourS palaCe
•	 NeW SCeNe of the MiNor theatre
•	 reCoNStruCtioN of the ViNohraDSKÉ 

theatre
•	 perMaNeNt loCatioN for alfoNS MuCha’S 

the SlaV epiC
•	 Criteria of eXCelleNCe — formulation of criteria 

of excellence for cultural projects and their impact on 
the capital city’s subsidy system

•	 europeaN CreatiVe iNDuStrieS SuMMit 2022 
iN prague — international conference of CCi

•	 upDate of the SuBSiDy SySteM 

“There is a need to change the perception of cultural heritage 
— it has far more to do with the future than with the past. It 
depends on what we make of buildings, artifacts, documents, 
ideas, traditions, etc. Not only in terms of conservation 
and preservation, but also in terms of cultural focus, social 
relevance, and capacity to entertain a lively dialogue with our 
current interests and concerns. “
pier luigi Sacco, iulM university Milan

“I was very pleased that Prague wants to support excellent 
cultural events, as its flagships. This can be understood as 
supporting traditional quality projects. However, it is also 
important to keep in mind that everything is changing, and 
new flagships may emerge, which — although younger — 
may have strong potential, but also a higher need for 
stable support. It is therefore necessary to create practical 
permeability between low budget supported projects and 
long-term and sufficiently supported projects. It is a big task, 
but I believe that just as the new Prague Cultural Policy has a 
great ambition so far, it will have a great ambition in the field 
of its actual implementation.”
eva Kejkrtová Měřičková, association of professional theatres 
of the Czech republic

“Thanks to the boom of the independent scene, Prague can 
offer much more — from excellent artistic experiences to the 
community role of art, just to be able to capture the diverse 
and seemingly confusing range of creatives, to open public 
space, and to face pressure from developers in favour of non-
commercial activities. This is not easy, but without it Prague will 
be inspiring only in partialy.”
yvona Kreuzmannová, tanec praha, iti, Czech association 
of festivals

“The city centre is a well-hidden cultural district hardly visible 
in the scenery of tourism business — Prague should learn to 
use the tools of management and marketing of cultural and 
museum districts that are common in Europe.”
olga Škochová Bláhová, oNplan
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Vision of prague and Community

Culture in prague is widely accessible. 
economic or social status, age, health, 
nationality, and other factors do not play 
a role in the culture accessibility. Culture 
helps to form cohesive communities. a wide 
range of cultural actors are involved in 
organizing community events. the cultural 
program is available not only inside 
institutions, but also in public spaces, where 
the public can participate. Culture is diverse. 
the city districts are diverse in their cultural 
character and this diversity is actively 
supported. the accessibility of public space 
for cultural activities is evident from the way 
of cultural and community life in individual 
localities. 
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and so, prague plans to:

•	 SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT OF CULTURE AND 
COMMUNITIES IN CITY DISTRICTS. prague will 
cooperate with the district authorities towards the common 
goal of supporting the development of community life. 
they will work together to find ways to promote cultural 
life in individual neighbourhoods and to reduce barriers 
in cultural participation. they will help implement non-
financial support tools and tailor financial support tools to 
the local community, considering its ethnic composition.

•	 SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT OF INFRASTRUCTURE 
IN CITY DISTRICS AND AIM AT CREATING A DENSE 
CITY NETWORK OF CULTURAL AND COMMUNITY 
SERVICES. for example, prague will support the 
development of the public library network. it will 
strategically consider the location of significant cultural 
infrastructure outside the city centre. it will use the 
possibilities of culture in urban development.

•	 SUPPORT CULTURAL AND COMMUNITY EVENTS IN 
PUBLIC SPACES. prague, in cooperation with the district 
authorities, will look for ways to simplify the process of 
occupying public spaces. it will continue to improve public 
spaces using culture as a driving force for the development 
of social life and wellbeing. prague will test online activities 
as an alternative to live events.

•	 SUPPORT MUNICIPAL ORGANIZATIONS AND 
INDEPENDENT CULTURE ACTORS TO CREATE 
AN AVAILABLE CULTURAL PROGRAM. prague will 
encourage the creation of a cultural program that is 
accessible to everybody regardless of economic or social 
status, age, health, nationality, etc. the premises of the 
city’s cultural organizations will be as barrier-free as 
possible in terms of physical and social accessibility. the 
program will be created regarding accessibility for people 
with special needs and as a prevention of social isolation.

•	 DEVELOP ITS POTENTIAL, THAT LIES IN PRAGUE’S 
NATIONAL DIVERSITY AND MULTIETHNIC HISTORY. 
Culture is a very important means of developing social 
cohesion and integrating people from different cultural 
backgrounds. therefore, prague will strengthen cultural 
cooperation with expat organizations and national 
minorities. at the same time, the city will ensure that 
cultural organizations reflect the ethnic composition of the 
population in their program and activities and develop their 
intercultural openness.

on the contrary, prague plans not to:

•	 ORDER THE CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN CITY 
DISTRICTS FROM ABOVE. prague will respect local 
knowledge and competencies. it will seek tools to maintain 
a balance between bottom-up and top-down initiatives.

•	 STRIVE FOR LARGE CULTURAL EVENTS IN ALL CITY 
DISTRICTS. the point is not to have big festival stages 
everywhere. the aim is to strengthen the existing character 
of the localities and to look for possibilities to develop the 
local and cultural communities in their own pace. Some 
public spaces are clearly unsuitable for certain types of 
cultural events, and this needs to be respected.
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Measures examples

•	 NeW loCal liBrary — a new branch of the 
Municipal library of prague in petřiny area

•	 NeW SCeNe of the MiNor theatre
•	 prague taBleS aND ChairS — furniture for the 

revitalization of localities across prague
•	 Cultural CoMpaSS aND prague plaCeS — 

projects of support and cooperation with the City 
District

•	 puBliC SpaCe MaNual — simplification of the 
temporary closure of public spaces

“It’s interesting for a city to be diverse, to have different places 
with different cultures and social stratum. That doesn’t mean 
it’s at the expense of some of the areas, they coexist side by 
side, they are complementary to each other.”
ragnar Siil, Creativity lab oÜ

“Culture is a bridge over the trenches of misunderstanding 
and different visions of the world. We have to accept that 
we are voting for different political parties and that we find 
different solutions to common problems, that we do not agree 
on many things. But as long as we hum the same songs in the 
bathroom, as long as we laugh at the same jokes and cry over 
the same stories, as long as we have common experiences and 
literature heroes, we are able to talk and support each other. 
A community that invests in culture that promotes sharing and 
active involvement of all, is able to face challenges and find 
solutions to even the most pressing problems.”
tomáš Řehák, Municipal library in prague

“Art and community projects can improve our environment, 
tell the story of a place, or comment on important and current 
issues in today’s society. Encouraging the expression of 
different communities strengthens their importance in public 
spaces and allows our living space to change with care, 
interest, and sensitivity. The creative and therapeutic potential 
of communities in the public sphere is what has the potential to 
cultivate and heal our society.”
Denisa Václavová, festival 4 + 4 Days in Motion
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Vision of prague prosperous

prague is a prosperous, creative city that can 
make a good use of its resources. the cultural 
and creative industries are developing on the 
basis of good knowledge of the environment. 
the ecosystem of support for CCi enables 
ideas and business acceleration and it is 
resilient and flexible in relation to current 
needs and future challenges. a flexible 
educational system enables graduates to 
succeed on the labour market in CCi jobs. 
the cultural and creative industries are the 
domain of smart specialization, and therefore 
research and innovation in this area are 
supported.
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and so, prague plans to:

•	 SEARCH FOR, INTRODUCE AND PROMOTE TOOLS 
TO SUPPORT CULTURAL AND CREATIVE SECTOR. 
this support will be based on good knowledge of prague’s 
environment (through the MapK2o project). it will be based 
on knowledge of the creative sector’s needs, limits, and 
potential, and it will be linked to the existing support tools. 
the aim is to create a complex, flexible and comprehensible 
ecosystem to support the growth and development of the 
CCi. the cultural and creative industries are the domain of 
smart specialization, and therefore research, development, 
and innovation are supported within the CCi.

•	 STRENGTHEN AND BUILD RELATIONS IN THE 
CULTURAL AND CREATIVE SECTOR. CCi are a 
fragmented area of economy, which is composed largely of 
self-employed people and micro-enterprises. Not everybody 
in this area has their umbrella organizations to represent 
them. prague will create opportunities for networking and 
discussion with representatives of individual industries, 
professional and other associations. in case of interest, it will 
help to find partners for cooperation at home and abroad. 
prague will establish cooperation with foreign partners in 
the field of CCi support and together with them it will look 
for ways to support this economic area.

•	 STRIVE TO STRENGTHEN THE FLEXIBILITY OF THE 
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM AND TO INCREASE THE 
COMPETENCIES OF ARTISTS AND CREATIVES FOR 
THE LABOR MARKET. the current educational system 
struggles to respond to the rapidly changing labour 
market and the needs of the CCi. prague — within its 
competencies — will look for ways to increase the flexibility 
of the educational system: by presenting the benefits and 
needs of the CCi, by supporting the alternative educational 
methods, and by supporting the communication channels 
between the relevant ministries. at the same time, prague 
wants to help graduates of creative and art fields when 
entering the labour market by improving education in areas 
such as managerial skills. prague also wants — although it is 
rather a state level agenda — to contribute to the perception 
of artistic and creative professions as fully-fledged jobs to 
make a living.

on the contrary, prague plans not to:

•	 PERCEIVE CULTURE ONLY IN ITS ARTISTIC CORE. 
Naturally, culture also includes the cultural and creative 
industries, which are based on a cultural and artistic 
core. the cultural policy of prague is in line with the 
broad understanding of culture in europe. at the same 
time, such an expanded perception of culture helps to 
strengthen its significance towards the public and political 
representation.

•	 OVERLOOK THE NEEDS AND SIGNIFICANCE OF 
CCI FOR PRAGUE’S ECONOMY. a prerequisite for all 
the steps mentioned above is good knowledge of the 
environment and of the CCi’s needs. therefore, prague will 
not underestimate the importance of detailed mapping of 
cultural and creative industries (implemented through the 
MapK2o project, see above).
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Measures examples

•	 CreatiVe iNCuBator — conversion of one hall of 
the holešovická tržnice Marketplace into a gaming 
incubator

•	 iNNoVatioN platforM — communication platform 
for the development of CCi

•	 MapK2o — online tool for collecting data in culture

“The key to the development of CCIs is the interdisciplinary 
cooperation that supports innovative ecosystems and 
education. It is often all about translation the different 
languages spoken by the individual sectors. Their mutual 
understanding will allow for true creative collaboration with 
a real impact on society.”
Michal hladký, Creative industry Košice

“The cultural and creative industries speak the language of 
several spheres — art, culture, business, education, research, 
and innovation. One of the biggest challenges is to understand 
this complex language and not allow one sphere not to see the 
other. Modern creative industries need a publicly supported 
culture on the one hand, as well as investment in digitalization 
and business support on the other.”
Marcel Kraus, hybernská Campus 
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how We implement Cp22+

IMPLEMENTATION MANAGEMENT
implementation is the way of putting the above-mentioned visions, goals, and measures into 
practice. the implementation process is therefore the realization of specific changes through 
projects and measures that contribute to the fulfilment of Cp22+. in 2022, the implementation 
of projects listed as measures examples in the individual chapters begins. from 2023 on, the 
Cp22+ will be implemented through one-year action plans.21 the first action plan valid for 2023 
is to be created in 2022. projects that are not implemented within one calendar year will be 
automatically transferred to the action plan for the following year. a key aspect in selecting 
projects for the action plans is the extent to which they meet the vision and objectives of the 
cultural policy. Cross-cutting criteria must be taken into account when the projects are designed 
and implemented. the following diagram shows the individual steps of Cp22+ implementation.

21
action plans describe one-year detailed 
system of projects that are linked to the 

city budget, they have specific promoters 
and a particular schedule.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF CP22+ IMPLEMENTATION

•	 POLITICAL RESPONSIBILITY: the City Council annually approves the submitted action plan 
linked to the budget for the following calendar year.

•	 GUARANTEE: the implementation of the cultural policy is guaranteed by the Steering 
Committee composed of representatives of political parties, the professional public, and the 
cultural actors. the composition of the Steering Committee is updated every election period. 

Cp22+ approval

creation of  
organizational structure  

of Cp22+  
implementation

creation of an  
action plan

approval  
of the action plan

evaluation  
of new projects

implementation  
of action plan projects  
and collection of new 

projects
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the composition of the Steering Committee for 2022 is the same as when the Cp22+ was 
created (see the list in the introduction).

•	 COORDINATION: the coordinators are supposed to gather information on implementation 
(ongoing monitoring) and to evaluate the implementation process. they are also responsible 
for designing the action plans, for updating this document, and for participation associated 
with all these steps. the Department of Culture and tourism of the prague City hall is 
responsible for monitoring the projects and for their coordination. Creative prague is 
responsible for evaluation, for designing the action plans, for updating of the initial document 
of Cp22+, and for participation of cultural actors and the public in all these processes.

•	 IMPLEMENTATION: the individual departments of the prague City hall, organizations 
established or founded by the city, as well as other entities, can implement an action plan 
project. each project has its political manager in the respective Councillor.

the following diagram shows the organizational structure of the processes described above:

pCC/pCa 

Steering Committee

Creative prague + DCt

Departments of pCh po, Creative prague,  
and other organizations

GUARANTOR

COORDINATOR

IMPLEMENTOR
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how We evaluate the Cp22+ outcomes22

22
this chapter presents the measurement 

indicators for the evaluation of the Cp22+ 
implementation. the indicators serve as 
a basis for assessing how well the goals 

and visions of the cultural policy are 
being met.

the proportion of expenditures on culture within the Capital City of prague’s budget and the 
structure of these expenditures will be put under complex scrutiny. the key indicators linked to 
the cross-cutting criteria are: accessibility and openness, piloting and knowledge, innovation, 
sustainability, and diversity. in the area of United Culture, openness, and willingness to cooperate 
within cultural communities is to be monitored. in the area of Prague Conscious, the shift in data 
knowledge and the ability to actively use this data for development is to be evaluated, both at 
the level of the city and of the city’s cultural organizations or independent scene. furthermore, 
the ability to evaluate work in culture and evaluate the impacts of cultural events and activities 
is to be monitored. in the area of Prague Inspiring the city’s ability to define, recognize and 
support excellence is to be evaluated, as well as the ability to concentrate funding to excellent 
cultural events and international cooperation, and the ability to engage in international debate 
on culture and its development. the Prague and Community area is to be viewed primarily 
from the perspective of the cultural and community liveliness of localities, but also the openness 
and support of individual City Districts to create, organize and implement events in culture and 
community life are to be monitored. in the area of Prague Prosperous, the ability to get to know 
the CCi environment and to set up an appropriate system of support for these sectors is to be 
assessed first and foremost. Secondly, the increase of the number of cultural actors who make 
a living in CCi is to be evaluated.
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project examples 202223

HARD
/ INFRASTRUCTURAL

SOFT
/ PROCEDURAL

UNITED CULTURE •	 Multifunctional Space 
preslova

•	 prague Cultural forum

PRAGUE CONSCIOUS •	 MapK2o
•	 eValuart
•	 update of the subsidy 

system

PRAGUE INSPIRING •	 Vltava philharmonic hall
•	 Clam-gallas palace and 

Desfours palace
•	 Scene of the Symphony 

orchestra in the Church 
of Sts. Simon and Jude

•	 reconstruction of the 
Vinohradské theatre

•	 permanent location for 
alfons Mucha’s Slav epic

•	 Criteria of excellence
•	 european Creative 

industries Summit 2022

PRAGUE PROSPEROUS •	 Creative incubator •	 innovation platform

PRAGUE AND COMMUNITY •	 New branch of Municipal 
library of prague

•	 New scene of the Minor 
theatre

•	 “prague tables and 
Chairs” project

•	 ”Cultural Compass” 
manual

•	 ”prague places” project
•	 Manual for the use of 

public spaces

23
this chapter describes selected plans 

that will be implemented in 2022. (Some 
will be launched this year; others are 

already underway and will continue in 
2022.) in the following years, this chapter 

will be replaced by a separate one-
year action plan, which will describe in 
detail the content of projects, financial 

resources for their implementation, 
interconnection with other projects 

and especially the responsibilities of 
individual holders.

PRAGUE CULTURAL FORUM (Creative prague)
the prague Cultural forum is a platform for communication between the city (represented by 
Creative prague) and the wider cultural community. the forum includes an annual conference, as 
well as ongoing communication of partial topics and minor intentions. the goal of the forum is to 
connect the city with the subjects of the established and unestablished cultural scene, to support 
open discussion and to transfer foreign practice into the Czech context.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL SPACE PRESLOVA (DCt pCh + the Švandovo theatre)
the preslova multifunctional space will be created by an extension and a complete reconstruction 
of the operating building of the Švandovo theatre. it is a necessary reconstruction of the external 
parts of the building, and it also brings significant changes to the internal structure of the building, 

uNiteD Culture →
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prague CoNSCiouS →
prague proSperouS → 

uNiteD Culture →
prague CoNSCiouS →

prague iNSpiriNg → 

prague iNSpiriNg → 

prague iNSpiriNg → 

prague CoNSCiouS →

so that six new, fully equipped rehearsal rooms will be created. light design and audio design 
classrooms are also considered, as well as a multifunctional presentation space for artistic 
activities, and a music rehearsal room. the space will be managed by the Švandovo theatre, 
which will use it as its permanent rehearsal room, but the space will mainly serve for independent 
subjects, workshops, and educational programs.

MAPK2O (DCt pCh + Creative prague) 
the MapK2o project is a two-year project (November 2021 — December 2023) financed by the 
operational program “prague — pole of growth” carried out by the DCt pCh and implemented 
by Creative prague. the output of this project is an online tool for mapping culture and CCi in 
prague. the tool will bring together data and information in several thematic modules: cultural 
infrastructure, funding, CCi, cultural events and cultural behaviour (of the audience). it should 
serve the city and cultural organizations and organizers for better planning and gathering 
information about culture and CCi.

EVALUART (DCt pCh + Creative prague) 
the eValuart project is also financed by the operational program “prague — pole of growth”, 
which is carried out by the DCt pCh and implemented by Creative prague. the output of the 
project is an online tool for evaluation of cultural organizations. the tool is to be created in 
cooperation with the city’s contributory organizations, whom it is primarily intended to serve, but 
it should also be useful for other cultural organizations. eValuart aims to combine support in 
working with data (especially in relation to the audience), in project management and strategic 
development, and to enable comparison with other cultural organizations.

UPDATE OF THE SUBSIDY SYSTEM (DCt pCh + Creative prague) 
the prague’s subsidy system is to help meet the goals that the city defines through its cultural 
policy. the updating of the subsidy system is therefore necessary and should cover the entire 
system and the procedure for evaluating projects. the updated system will lead to a greater 
concentration of funds on projects evaluated as excellent, it will expand the evaluation of 
implemented projects (evaluation of their benefits and impact), it will link the content of cultural 
policy with thematic priorities and with the work of the grant committee and the evaluators 
(support for cooperation and education projects etc.) and it will bring better comprehensibility of 
project selection towards applicants. it will continue to comply with all relevant eu rules on public 
support for culture and arts.

VLTAVA PHILHARMONIC HALL (pCh)
the “newest” prague music hall in the Municipal house is more than a century old. as such, it 
cannot meet neither the acoustic requirements for symphonic music, nor the standards of 21st 
century concert halls. the Vltava philharmonic hall has the ambition to be the dominant not only 
of its district, but of the entire city, and to appeal to and attract both the city’s residents and the 
domestic and foreign visitors.

SCENE OF THE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA IN THE CHURCH OF STS. SIMON AND JUDE  
(DCt pCh + prague Symphony orchestra)
in april 2021, the prague Symphony orchestra became the caretaker of the Church of Sts. 
Simon and Jude in the old town. the investment plan for the project is now being prepared. 
a specification of construction interventions is currently being prepared as a basis for further 
decisions on the progress of work (elevation of the auditorium, reconstruction of the stage, 
creation of facilities, lighting, and sound). Construction work is expected to begin in the second 
half of 2022.
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CLAM-GALLAS PALACE AND DESFOURS PALACE (DCt pCh + Museum of the City of prague)
the complete reconstruction of the Clam-gallas palace is currently underway, primarily for 
exhibition purposes (expected to be completed in June 2022). the prague City Museum 
(hereinafter pCM) is ready to implement the prague Baroque Centre here: expositions and 
exhibitions with accompanying programs and other cultural activities. Many top exhibits of artistic 
and historical character from the museum’s collections, supplemented by interactive virtual 
exhibitions, can create an attractive point in the centre of prague, which will present the city’s 
history to the prague’s inhabitants and visitors. in the Desfours palace, a neoclassical residential 
building, the pCM plans to expand the permanent exhibition by the history of prague of the 
19.—21. century. the pCM has a rich collection from this period, and it is an attractive topic for 
visitors. at the same time, new premises will be created in the Desfours palace to serve as the 
pCM headquarters, information centre, and an educational department.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE VINOHRADSKÉ THEATRE (incl. modernization of technology) 
(DCt pCh + the Vinohradské theatre)
the Vinohradské theatre is the last of the municipal funded theatres that has not recently 
gone through reconstruction. it has been showing performances for 114 seasons without 
reconstruction. the overall condition of the theatre bears witnesses to this fact, the building is in 
very poor technical condition. the project includes the reconstruction of the external parts of the 
theatre building (facades, roof, chimneys, windows, decorative elements) as well as the internal 
spaces for audiences, administrative and technical parts of the building (including complete 
wiring). the plan also includes the modernization of the stage equipment, which is beyond its 
operational life and reliability.

PERMANENT LOCATION FOR ALFONS MUCHA’S SLAV EPIC  
(DCt pCh)
even though the temporary location of the Slav epic in Moravský Krumlov and subsequently 
in prague in a private building defines the time frame for further work, prague is aware of the 
commitment given to the author. it is ready to continue the site search and prepare a feasibility 
study. one of the potential places is the area of florenc and těšnov. there, in relation to the results 
of the architectural competition floreNC 21, the synergies between the institutions and the 
intentions of prague City gallery (administrator of the Slav epic) and the prague City Museum 
(Department of archaeological Collections) should be verified.

CRITERIA OF EXCELLENCE (DCt pCh + Creative prague + experts)
the ambition of the project, in accordance with the cross-sectional criteria of Cp22+, is to 
formulate criteria of excellence. these criteria are to be reflected in the evaluation of projects 
within the subsidy system as well as in the evaluation of the work of municipal cultural 
organizations. and as a result, they should enable to identify the city’s cultural flagships. the city 
will find a stable support tool for these excellent projects. at the same time, higher demands will 
be placed on them in terms of benefits and impacts in the subsequent evaluation. the evaluation 
process will also be open to new innovative projects.

EUROPEAN CREATIVE INDUSTRIES SUMMIT 2022 IN PRAGUE (DCt pCh + Creative prague)
the european Creative industries Summit (eCiS) is an annual conference organized by the 
european Creative Business Network (eCBN). in the year of the Czech presidency of the Council 
of the eu, this european summit of cultural and creative industries and professionals will take 
place in prague. it is an opportunity to share experiences across the continent, open issues 
addressed on the domestic scene and debate their future potential, but also to identify the threats 
that these fast-growing industries are facing. Creative prague, in cooperation with the DCt pCh, 
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is taking on the role of co-organizer of the event for the year 2022, which will bring internationally 
important contacts, important connections and valuable know-how.

NEW LOCAL LIBRARY (DCt pCh + Municipal library of prague)
the aim of the project is the construction of a new building on the site of the existing branch of 
the Municipal library of prague in the area of petřiny. the branch will mainly provide visitors with 
classic library services but will also develop the surroundings of the petřiny residential district 
and its local culture. in addition to the library itself, a multi-purpose hall will be located on the first 
floor. the program offer will include cultural and educational events. this type of library branch 
(the so-called local backbone type) will also provide facilities for the activities of local citizens and 
organizations that can lead to the development of local culture in the area. in December 2021, 
the project received a building permit, and in 2022 contractors will compete for the job, and 
construction work should begin.

NEW SCENE OF THE MINOR THEATRE (CCi + the Minor theatre)
the capacity of the Minor theatre, a stage with a focus on children audience, is not meeting the 
huge demand (most performances are sold out immediately after the pre-sale starts; the Minor 
theatre perform over 500 shows a year). also, there is no theatre focused on youth and young 
adult in prague. having a stage focused on this target group is a standard in cities comparable 
to prague. the intention is therefore to establish a new stage for the Minor theatre, which will 
address these deficits. in addition, it will serve as a cultural centre offering educational and leisure 
activities for young people. the new stage would have a wide range of cultural and educational 
uses, for example to produce theatrical shows for teenagers.

PRAGUE TABLES AND CHAIRS (Creative prague)
the project “prague chairs and tables” aims at revitalizing public spaces and supporting the 
residential function of squares, parks, and courtyards. in this way, the hitherto unused places in 
public space are brought back to use with the help of urban furniture. Compared to classic urban 
furniture, the “prague chairs and tables” differ in that they are portable, so people can move them 
within the space according to their needs or the program.

CULTURAL COMPASS (Creative prague)
the Cultural Compass is a guide supporting the development of culture and community life in City 
Districts. it targets district authorities, but it should bring the main benefit to the local cultural 
communities and active citizens. the Cultural Compass consists of five standards: Knowledge, 
Communication, Mediation, Support for actors, and Strategy. these standards help cultural actors 
to easier get support from the local authorities. they also reduce barriers in the organization of 
cultural and community events and activities.

PRAGUE PLACES (Creative prague)
the “prague places” project was originally an extension of the “prague Chairs and tables” project. 
it intends to run a fast and low-cost test of functional changes in various public areas. the existing 
functions of a certain public space are temporarily changed or expanded (e.g., a car park or an 
empty square), the space is “inhabited” by prague chairs and tables, or other urban furniture, 
and it is supplemented by various types of cultural or community program. this is how another 
model of functioning of the space is tested and then evaluated. from 2022, the prague places 
project is to be piloted in the City Districts together with the Cultural Compass project. these two 
originally separate projects will thus support the development of community culture by combining 
conceptual work (Cultural Compass) with specific physical change (prague places).
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MANUAL FOR THE USE OF PUBLIC SPACES (DCt pCh+ CDs + Creative prague)
the manual is a joint project of Creative prague and the Capital City of prague. the intention is to 
support the revitalization of public space through various cultural activities by making the process 
of occupying public space clearer and simpler. a website is currently ready to launch, summarizing 
the process of occupying public spaces in ten City Districts. the future longer-term ambition is 
to unify this process (procedures currently differ in individual City Districts), to simplify it and, as 
much as it is possible, to bring it online.

CREATIVE INCUBATOR (DCt pCh + Creative prague)
the aim of the project is to compensate for the absence of a creative lab (physical platform) as a 
shared innovation infrastructure for the CCi in prague. innovation hubs, coworking centres with 
acceleration programs, hardware labs and creative workshops have been so far focused either on 
the digital economy segment (e.g., the prague Startup Centre) or on one of the traditional high-
tech industrial sectors. these centres are not very suitable for CCi, because each segment of CCi 
needs very specific craft or technological equipment. prague currently lacks the background for 
the intersection of technology and creation that would reflect the specific needs of CCi, especially 
in the areas of gaming, illustration, animation, fashion, or design. the so-called e-sports can also 
be presented here as a big separate topic on the rise.

INNOVATION PLATFORM (prague innovation institute + Creative prague)
the innovation platform for the Development of Cultural and Creative industries is one of the 
nine innovation platforms that prague wants to build as part of its strategic goal of becoming 
an innovation hub. the aim of the project is to accelerate projects with transformation potential, 
identify the needs of actors in the CCi, identify obstacles in the development of the innovation 
ecosystem and update the innovation strategy. through the quadruple helix principle, i.e., 
meetings of representatives of the private, public, educational, and non-profit sectors, the 
innovation platform will accelerate the city’s innovation potential and connect cultural actors with 
each other so as to develop cross-sectoral cooperation.
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S
STRENGHTS

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ENVIRONMENT

the human capital of the city and the magnetism of Prague perceived by artists and 
cultural actors

density of physical infrastructure with cultural and community content (libraries, 
cultural centres, community centres, DDM and ZUŠ) and its distribution in the city

high concentration and diversity of creative people from CCI in Prague (in terms of 
number, % of GDP and concentration) and density of physical cultural infrastructure

high concentration of cultural heritage

human capital (creativity, education) and knowledge base (concentration of research and 
development, know-how)

high attendance of cultural events

high financial allocation from the state budget for prague (direct funds also through the 
localization of state organizations)

developed private sector (in terms of number of entities)

attractiveness of public space in prague (always good “scenery”)

strong tradition of crafts

high level and offer of artistic and industrial education at all levels of education

POLICY TOOLS

the existence of the Creative Prague organization and the Prague Creative Centre and 
general political support for the development of culture and communities

piloting and existence of public space development projects (project “Prague 
chairs, tables and places”, participation coordinators from Institute of Planning and 
Development, etc.)

SWot analysis24
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24
the SWot analysis identifies the 

strengths and weaknesses as well as 
opportunities and threats in the fields 

of culture — from the point of view 
of the cultural core (art), community 

culture (community) and the cultural and 
creative industries (economy) according 

to the thematic focus of the working 
groups. the theses were evaluated 

by the working groups and ranked by 
importance.
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support for the development of culture in peripheral City Districts as a priority of 
political representation

libraries in non-central parts of the city as examples of lively local community centres

prague’s subsidy system (especially multi-year grants) and its economic power (support for 
live arts is internationally comparable in terms of resources)

financial support of the development of local culture by the pCh is accessible in comparison 
with other supported projects

community development support (new) as a separate point of the subsidy system

quality administrative support of the DCt pCh towards the established organizations

W
 WEAKNESSES

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ENVIRONMENT

large differences between City Districts in terms of support, resources, and access

very different state of cultural infrastructure in different districts, often not 
corresponding to current needs and trends (physical condition, capacity, availability)

absence of excellent top cultural projects and events of world importance

the obsolescence (and in some genres also the absence) of cultural infrastructure is a limit for 
the development of culture and the ability to respond to new trends

low willingness and interest of private cultural actors to finance or co-finance cultural projects

defence of public institutions against change and their great inertia

large fragmentation of CCi — a high proportion of micro-enterprises and sole proprietors 
(it is difficult for the city to support this fragmentation and diversity)

POLICY TOOLS

high administrative burden in relation to local cultural actors (temporary street closures, 
subsidies ...)

the absence of a long-term shared vision of the city in culture across genres and the 
inability to prioritize / target (“a little bit for everyone”)

absence of systematic work with data (often missing data) and lack of awareness about 
the benefits of culture (+ The National Information and Consulting Centre for Culture 
NICCC, as a large administrative burden for cultural actors with minimal added value in 
analytics) — political decision-making is not based on data

low level of interdisciplinary cooperation

absence of non-financial support and low-threshold forms of financial support (small 
and fast subsidies to increase supply flexibility)
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the absence of tools for the evaluation of cultural projects and cultural institutions financed by 
the city

fragmentation of CCi support instruments at the level of the prague City hall

absence of systematic infrastructure support (hubs, workshops, testing rooms, studios ...), lack 
of interconnection and communication (marketing)

uncertain funding in culture (annual dependence on the budget of a given year with 
uncertainty, as it will be the next year) — from private org. to cultural actors

unrelated system of financing by the City Districts and the Capital City of prague

low level of awareness of community actors about the possibilities of supporting development

“Souvenir smog” makes it impossible for CCi creatives to break into more visible places in the 
city centre

the absence of clearly defined roles of individual cultural institutions, the concept of 
organizational development is often missing

the absence of conceptual development of public spaces in the city and the City Districts 
through culture

making institutions accessible to groups with special needs is still in its infancy (or even 
before)

fragmented innovation ecosystem (production, distribution, consumption)

low level of digitalization at the level of the pCh

the absence of an understandable presentation of prague / Czech culture

O
OPPORTUNITIES

blurring the line between visitors and creators (between those who create and accept 
culture) and growing society’s involvement

Covid-19 pandemics as an accelerator of public space development (pressure for greater / faster 
cultural development)

the newly established CCi support department at the Ministry of Culture of the Czech republic

perception of culture as an integral part of the city development (incl. urban development)

high proportion of expats as a potential for recovery, new stimuli and multiculturalization of 
localities and society as a whole

new forms of processing and distribution of cultural and artistic content / digitalization as an 
opportunity to make culture and cultural heritage accessible remotely

easy access and good transport links across the city (“short distances”)

upward trend in the importance of CCi in the Czech republic and europe

a fast-growing gaming industry
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T 
THREATS

culture is not perceived in society as a value in itself, the prevailing attitude is that 
culture is something nice to have, not a development priority

loss of competitiveness of Prague in culture with comparable European cities / Prague 
is not a city which determines the direction (trends)

long-term low financial compensation of cultural actors (especially in employment)

discrimination of culture by ill-conceived government measures

the decline in the budgets of organizations and projects in connection with the coronavirus 
pandemic may jeopardize the existence of some — in terms of support and interest — marginal 
genres

creation and deepening of culturally deaf places on the city map, potential growth of excluded 
localities

digitalization as a risk of closing the population to itself, to its own social bubbles (threat of 
radicalization, threat to democracy)

ossified/formalistic culture of public administration

inflexibility of the education system

vaguely determined limit, which falls under the CCi, the classification of professions according 
to NaCe codes does not correspond to reality

CCi graduates lack a managerial, business and legal basis for employment

decline in public resources for culture

lack of space for creation in the wider city centre due to development in transformation areas, 
which temporarily serve as a background for cultural actors and creatives (the premises of 
former industrial areas or other buildings are disappearing)

many cultural activities and operations exist in a grey area due to inadequate or inaccurate 
legislation

the coronavirus pandemic and its consequences cause resignation and burnout of local 
cultural actors

zero responsibility of cultural actors in public office due to the lack of a law on culture

high vulnerability of CCi in connection with the economic cycle and different degree of 
intensity of coronavirus pandemic impacts in individual branches of CCi

the size of the Czech market in comparison with regional competitors

low to zero cooperation and unclear anchoring of CCi in the support system (Ministry of 
Culture, Ministry of industry and trade, Ministry of labour and Social affairs, Ministry of 
education, youth, and Sports)
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Coherence With other Documents25

25
Kp22+ is based on and refers to 

many other strategic and conceptual 
documents and policies of the 

Capital City of prague. this chapter 
demonstrates these connections.

26
More at: <https://www.mkcr.cz/cultural-

policy-of-the-czech-republic-983.
html?lang=en>

STATE CULTURAL POLICY 2021—2025 (MC, 2021)26

Consistency between the State Cultural policy and Cp22+ can be found in all six strategic 
areas (objectives) that this key national document defines. in the first goal of increasing 
the availability and accessibility of culture, these are topics such as reducing barriers to 
participation in culture (economic barriers through free or reduced inputs, spatial barriers, 
etc.), strategic direction of state-subsidized organizations (through guarantee boards), 
development of interdisciplinary cultural institutions, staff training in culture, openness to 
cultural participation and networking in the cultural and creative sectors. the promotion 
of art in public space is planned through the enforcement of 1% of art budgets in the case 
of large public contracts. in the goal “effective care for cultural heritage”, technological 
modernization of cultural institutions, increasing the quality of collection care can be 
found as topics that are in line with Cp22+, and the development of “digitalization for 
access to, and preservation of, cultural heritage” is considered the basis. the ambition of 
the State Cultural policy to implement the status of an artist proposed under objective 
3, Development of performing arts is also in line. Within this goal, the same ambition 
is also formulated with Cp22+, namely the support of cooperation between live art 
and cultural heritage, and the support of international cooperation, i.e., the so-called 
“internationalization of culture”. the development of cultural and creative industries is 
based on the implementation of the Support Strategy and development of CCi (described 
in more detail separately, see below). the Ministry of Culture also has ambitions to work 
to strengthen inter-ministerial cooperation (under objective 5, Wider role of Culture). 
even within the goal of “transformation of the Ministry of Culture”, ambitions are set that 
support the content of Cp22+, e.g., to support analytical and strategic work through the 
improvement of data and analytical work. the ambition to support quality projects with 
higher amounts and to strengthen digitalization at the ministry and within the subsidy 
system is also in line.

EDUCATIONAL POLICY STRATEGY UNTIL 2030+ (MEYS, 2020)27

the strategy of educational policy overlaps with Cp22+ especially in the areas of 
strengthening competencies and in supporting, connecting, and involving educational 
programs of memory, art, and other cultural institutions in teaching (strategic line 1.1 Changing 
the content, methods, and forms of education). the second mentioned goal is also a key main 
topic within Cp22+, which goes beyond the field of education. another important topic is the 
systemic interconnection of schools and employers; in relation to Cp22+, this is especially 
true in gaming industry where there is a lack of qualified graduates for this field (strategic line 
1.7 Vocational education in secondary and higher vocational schools).
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available at: <https://www.msmt.cz/

uploads/Brozura_S2030_online_CZ.pdf>
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29
available at: <https://www.

prazskyinovacniinstitut.cz/files/
ris_hmp.pdf>

30
available at: <https://klima.

praha.eu/Data/Dokumenty/
Klimaplan_2109_16_online_

v3.pdf>

31
available at: <https://iprpraha.cz/

page/3410>

32
available at: <https://strategiekkp.

mkcr.cz/download/strategie_
rozvoje_a_podpory_KKo.pdf>
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PRAGUE CITY TOURISM, 202028

the concept is based on three strategic goals: (1) Care for the interests of praguers, (2) Care for 
public space and (3) Care for the destination. the main common themes that can be found across 
the strategies are care for public space and efforts to cultivate it (in Cp22+ especially in relation 
to the cultural district), support for alternative tourist routes and care for cultural infrastructure 
outside the city centre (in line with prague & community and ambition to promote the liveliness 
and authenticity of sites), the development and support of communities and the cultural and 
creative industries.

RIS3 REGIONAL INNOVATION STRATEGY FOR PRAGUE (IPD PRAGUE, UPDATE 2018)29

the regional innovation strategy is reflected primarily in the prosperous prague chapter, i.e., 
support for the development of cultural and creative industries. it is about supporting innovation, 
networking of actors, but also mapping the environment so that support is well targeted and 
understandable. the strategy is fully in line with Cp22+’s ambitions and has an impact on the 
environment of the cultural and creative industries.

CLIMATE PLAN OF THE CAPITAL CITY PRAGUE UNTIL 2030 (PCH: DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, 2021)30

the 2030 Climate plan is divided — like the working groups that created it — into four thematic 
sections: energy, sustainable mobility, the circular economy, and adaptation measures. the 
output is, among other things, 69 specific measures, which are supposed to be implemented 
in the following years. three are closely related to the content of Cp22+: measure 6 (energy 
management on prague’s property), measure 7 (implementation of complex energy savings in 
public sector buildings and public infrastructure) and measure 58 in the field of circular economy 
(support for sustainable consumption and waste prevention).

STRATEGIC PLAN OF THE CAPITAL CITY OF PRAGUE (IPD PRAGUE, 2016)31

in the field of culture, the city’s strategic plan mainly concerns two of the three thematic units: 
a cohesive and healthy metropolis and a prosperous and creative metropolis. in terms of 
supporting the development of community life (formulated in a cohesive and healthy metropolis), 
the Strategic plan is fully in line with the prague & community area within Cp22+. the theme of 
Cultural Brands (prosperous and Creative Metropolises) relates to the prosperous prague and 
inspirational prague areas.

CCI DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT STRATEGY (MC, 2020)32

Cp22+ is based on the Strategy for the Development and Support of Cultural and Creative 
industries in this area, i.e., prosperous in prague, but also in general in topics that deal with the 
cultural and creative industries. Due to the minimal mapping of this area, the CCi Development 
and Support Strategy is the main content input of this policy. the ambitions and goals are 
therefore very similar: to strengthen the professional capacities that can deal with the topic (in 
the case of the state level it is the establishment of the CCi department at the Ministry of Culture 
of the Czech republic, in the case of prague, it is the strengthening of the capacities within 
Creative prague), to map the environment and its needs (mapping within the Ministry of Culture 
of the Czech republic, MapK2o project within Creative prague). these projects and goals are a 
prerequisite for further work, which is networking of cultural actors, regular communication with 
them and setting up a system of development and support of the environment through financial 
and non-financial instruments of the state and the city.

28
available at: <http://en.iprpraha.cz/

uploads/assets/2020137_mh_putting_
prague_first_b.pdf>
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Survey

the questionnaire sought the opinion and view of the professional public on the general dilemmas 
of cultural policy based on the publication Finding Balance: 21 strategic dilemmas in cultural 
policy by f. Matarasso and Ch. landry (Barrister and principal, 2015). Nine dilemmas (questions 
1—9) were selected from this publication, and six more dilemmas (questions 10—15) come from 
the discussions that took place on the prague Cultural forum. they are considered important 
for prague, or they reflect current trends in urban development in the field of culture. for each 
dilemma, the respondents were supposed to indicate two points on the axis: (1) What is the 
current situation in prague (the present)?, and (2) Where should be prague heading to (the ideal)? 
the graphs show the average value of the answers. for more clarity, the distance (number of 
points) between current and ideal state is indicated bellow the axis, i.e., the higher the value, the 
greater the discrepancy between the ideal and the current state.
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5

participation

market power

investment in community

1.  IN WHAT FORM SHOULD CULTURAL POLICY BE CREATED?

2.  HOW TO CORRECTLY BALANCE MUNICIPAL INTERVENTIONS AND PRIVATE 
ACTIVITIES IN THE CULTURAL SECTOR?

3.  WHAT KIND OF INVESTMENT SHOULD THE CITY PREFER?
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5

5
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major society

contemporary art

local

investments

managers

4.  HOW SHOULD CULTURAL POLICY RESPOND TO MANIFESTATIONS OF MINORITY 
IDENTITIES?

5.  TO WHAT EXTENT SHOULD CULTURAL POLICY PREFER CULTURAL HERITAGE OVER 
CURRENT EXPERIMENTAL FORMS?

6.  WHO SHOULD CULTURAL POLICY FOCUS ON?

7.  HOW SHOULD CULTURE BE SUPPORTED FINANCIALLY?

8.  HOW SHOULD CULTURE BE SUPPORTED?

9.  HOW MUCH ATTENTION TO MANAGEMENT OF CULTURAL ACTIVITIES IS 
NECESSARY
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not important present ideal

difference 3,45 5

active accessibility

10. TO WHAT EXTENT SHOULD CULTURAL POLICY ACTIVELY ADDRESS THE REMOVAL OF 
BARRIERS TO PARTICIPATION IN CULTURE?

cultural diversity

by disciplines/genres

concentration (support of excellence)

culture for itself

closedness

present

present
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present

present

ideal

ideal

ideal

ideal
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difference 2,8

difference 1,4

difference 1,3

difference 4,5

difference 4,3

5

5

5
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5

5

5

5
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monoculture

by topics

solidarity (“a little bit for everyone”)

interdisciplinary culture

openness

11. TO WHAT EXTENT SHOULD CULTURAL POLICY ACTIVELY SUPPORT CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY?

12. HOW SHOULD THE SUBSIDY SYSTEM BE STRUCTURED?

13. HOW SHOULD FINANCES FROM THE SUBSIDY SYSTEM BE DISTRIBUTED?

14. HOW IMPORTANT IS INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVE OF CULTURE FOR 
COOPERATION WITH OTHER FIELDS OR SECTORS?

15. TO WHAT EXTENT SHOULD ESTABLISHED CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS BE OPEN TO 
CULTURAL PARTICIPATION?
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